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Abstract In the paper we propose a method for representation of documents in a
semantic lower-dimensional space based on the modified Reduced :-means method
which penalizes clusterings that are distant from classification of training documents
given by experts. Reduced :-means (RKM) enables simultaneously clustering of
documents and extraction of factors. By projection of documents represented in the
vector space model on extracted factors, documents are clustered in the semantic
space in a semi-supervised way (using penalization) because clustering is guided by
classification given by experts, which enables improvement of classification perfor-
mance of test documents.
Classification performance is tested for classification by logistic regression and sup-
port vector machines (SVMs) for classes of Reuters-21578 data set. It is shown that
representation of documents by the RKM method with penalization improves the
average precision of classification by SVMs for the 25 largest classes of Reuters
collection for about 5,5% with the same level of average recall in comparison to
the basic representation in the vector space model. In the case of classification by
logistic regression, representation by the RKM with penalization improves average
recall for about 1% in comparison to the basic representation.
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1 Introduction

There are two main families of methods that deal with representation of documents
and words that index them: global matrix factorization methods such as Latent Se-
mantic Analysis (LSA) [2] and local context windowmethods such as the continuous
bag of words (CBOW) model and the continuous skip-gram model [8]. The latter
use neural networks for learning of representations of words and are intensively
explored lately in the scientific community since the development of fast processors
has enabled processing of huge amounts of data which resulted in improvements in
performance of wide spectra of text mining and natural language tasks. However,
representation of words solely by context window methods has a drawback due to
the neglect of information about global corpus statistics [9].

In this paper we propose a method for representation of documents by application
of a penalized version of the RKM method [4] on a term-document matrix. The
corpus of textual documents is represented by a sparse term-document matrix in
which entry (i, j) is equal to the weight of the i-th index term for the j-th document.
Weights of terms are given by the TfIdf weighting which utilizes local information
about the frequency of the i-th term in the j-th document and global information about
usage of the i-th term in the entire collection.A benchmarkmethod that utilizes global
matrix factorization on term-document matrices is LSA [2] which uses truncated
singular value decomposition (SVD) for representation of terms and documents in
lower-dimensional semantic space. SVD does not capture the clustering structure of
data which motivates application of the RKM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second section describes related
work on representation of documents and words and methods of dimensionality
reduction related to RKM. The third section describes the modified RKM method
with penalization, while the fourth section describes an experiment onReuters-21578
data set. In the last section conclusions and directions for further work are given.

2 Related Work

2.1 Representation by Matrix Factorization Methods

A benchmark method among methods that utilize matrix factorization for repre-
sentation of textual documents is the method of LSA introduced in 1994 [2]. By
LSA a sparse term-document matrix is transformed via SVD into a dense matrix
of the same term-document type with representations of words (index terms) and
documents in a lower-dimensional space. The idea is to map similar documents, or
those that describe the same topics, closer to each other regardless of the terms that
are used in them. A very efficient application of LSA is in cross-lingual information
retrieval where relevant documents for a query in one language are retrieved from a
set of documents in another language [7]. According to our knowledge application
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of methods that simultaneously cluster objects and extract factors in the field of text
mining is very limited. In [6] a method is proposed for cross-lingual information
retrieval based on the RKM method.

2.2 Neural Network Word Embeddings

Another approach is to learn representations of words, or so called embeddings, by
using local context windows. In 2003 Bengio and coauthors [1] proposed a neural
probabilistic language model that uses simple neural network architecture to learn
distributed representations for each word as well as probability functions for word
sequences, expressed in terms of these representations. Mikolov and coautors [8]
proposed in 2013 two models based on single-layer neural network architectures:
the skip gram-model that predicts context words given the current word and the
continuous bag of words model which predicts current words based on the context.
In 2014 the GloVe model [9] was proposed, based on the critique that neural network
models suffer from the disadvantage that they do not utilize co-occurrence statistics
of the entire corpus, but scan only context windows of words ignoring vast amounts
of repetition in the data. That model exploits the advantages of global matrix factor-
ization methods by utilization of term-term co-occurrence matrices and local context
window methods.

Word embedding can be classified as static such as word2vec [8] and GloVe
[9], and contextual, such as ELMo [10] and BERT [5]. Contextual representation
is introduced in [10] in order to model characteristics of word use (syntax and
semantics) on one side and variation in word representation due to the context in
which words are appearing.

2.3 Methods for Simultaneous Clustering and Factor Extraction

A standard procedure for clustering of objects in a lower-dimensional space is tandem
analysis which includes projection of data by principal components and clustering
of data in a lower-dimensional space. Such an approach was criticized in [3] and
[4] since principal components may extract dimensions which do not necessarily
significantly contribute to the identification of a clustering structure in the data.
As a response, De Soete and Carroll proposed the method of RKM [4] which
simultaneously clusters data and extracts the factors of variables by reconstructing
the original data with only centroids of clusters in a lower-dimensional space. The
algorithm of Factorial :-means (FKM) proposed by Vichi and Kiers [13] has the
same aim of simultaneous reduction of objects and variables and it reconstructs the
data in a lower-dimensional space by its centroids in the same space. The application
of the latter method is limited in text mining since the method is limited to cases in
which the number of variables is less than the number of cases. In [11] the RKM
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and FKM methods are compared using simulations and theoretically in order to
identify cases for their application. Timmerman and associates also propose method
of Subspace :-means [12] which gives an insight into cluster characteristics in terms
of relative positions of clusters given by centroids and the shape of the clusters given
by within cluster residuals.

3 Reduced k-Means with Penalization

Let X be < × = term-document matrix. We use the following notation:

• A is an < × : columnwise orthonormal matrix of extracted factors;
• M is an = × 2 membership matrix, where c is a predefined number of clusters;
<82 = 1 if object (document) i belongs to cluster c and 0 otherwise;

• Y is a 2 × : matrix which gives centroids of clusters in the lower-dimensional
space.

By definition, we suppose that every document in the collection belongs to exactly
one cluster. The RKM method minimizes the loss function

F(M,A) = ‖X − AY)M) ‖2 (1)

in the least squares sense. The dimension of the lower-dimensional space must be
less or equal to the number of clusters. Modified RKM with penalization minimizes
the loss function

F(M,A) = ‖X − AY)M) ‖2 + _‖M −G‖2 (2)

where G is = × 2 membership matrix based on expert judgements. If c is number of
classes then 682 = 0 if object (document) i belongs to class c, and 0 otherwise. By the
second summand in the loss function we penalize clusterings that are distant from
the classes by expert judgements using parameter _ that regularizes the importance
of that penalization. We use the alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm analogous
to the one in [4] which alternates between corrections of the loading matrix A in
one step and of the membership matrix M in another. As each of the steps in the
ALS algorithm improves the loss function, the algorithm converges to at least a local
minimum. By starting the procedure from a large number of random initial estimates
and choosing the best solution, the chances of obtaining the global minimum are
increased.
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4 Experiment

4.1 Design of Experiment

Experiments are conducted for classification on the Reuters-21578 data set, specifi-
cally using the ModApte Split which assigns Reuters reports from April 7, 1987 and
before to the training set, and after, until end of 1987, to the test set. It consists of
9603 training and 3299 test documents. The collection has 90 classes which contain
at least one training and test document. Documents are represented by a bag of words
representation. A list of index terms is formed based on terms that appear in at least
four documents of the collection, which resulted in a list of 9867 index terms.

Classification is conducted by logistic regression (LR) and SVM algorithm. The
basic model is the bag of words representation (full representation), while repre-
sentations in the lower-dimensional space are obtained by SVD (Latent Sematic
Analysis), RKM and RKM with penalization (_ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6). For RKM and
RKM with penalization representations are obtained by applying matrix factoriza-
tion on the term-document matrix of the training documents, and by projection of
test documents on factors given by matrix A in the factorization. RKM is computed
for 90 clusters (which corresponds to the number of classes in the collection) using
as dimension of the lower-dimensional space : = 85, and truncated SVD is com-
puted for : = 85 as well. The RKM and RKM with penalization algorithms are run
10 times (with different starting estimates), and the representation and factorization
with the minimal loss function is chosen. The optimal cost parameter for LR and
SVM is chosen by grid search technique from the set of values 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10, 100
and 1000. For the classification methods, the LiblineaR library in R is used, while
RKM and RKM with penalization algorithm are implemented in Matlab.

4.2 Results

Results are given in terms of precision, recall, and �1 measure of the classification.
Recall is proportion of correctly classified samples among all positive samples (i.e.,
samples actually belonging to the class, according to the expert), while precision is
proportion of correctly classified samples among all samples classified as positive
by the model. In the Figures 1 and 2, are shown results of average �1 measures of
classification for 5 classes sorted in descending order by their size, i.e. number of
train documents (which is 2877 to 389 for classes 1-5, 369 to 181 for classes 6-10,
140 to 111 for classes 11-15, 101 to 75 for classes 16-20, 75 to 55 for classes 21-25,
50 to 41 for classes 26-30, 40 to 37 for classes 31-35, 35 to 24 for classes 36-40,
23 to 19 for classes 41-45, 18 to 16 for classes 46-50, 16 to 13 for classes 51-55,
and 13-10 for classes 56-60). Figure 1 shows the results for classification by LR,
while Figure 2 for classification by SVM. Only the 60 largest classes are observed
since smaller classes (less than 10 training documents) are not interesting for the
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Fig. 1 Average �1 measure of classification by LR for 5 classes sorted by their size.

research, because for those classes recall is low and it can be expected that full bag
of words representation will result in better recognition since classes can possibly be
recognized by key words, but not by transformed representations. It can be seen that
�1 measures are comparable for the full representation and various representations
by RKM with penalization for both classification algorithms for the biggest 25
classes. For smaller classes results for representation by RKM with penalization are
unstable, although for some classes they were better than the basic representation
(in the case of LR). Classification for representations obtained by SVM and RKM
without penalization resulted in lower �1 measures for all class sizes.

In Table 1 are shown average precision, recall and �1 measures for the 25 largest
classes for both classification algorithms and all observed representations. In the case
of classification by LR the average recall is improved for representation by RKM
with penalization (for _ = 0.4) approximately 1% compared to basic full represen-
tation. For classification by SVM average precision is improved for representation
by RKM with penalization (for _ = 0.6) for almost 6% and �1 measure is improved
for representation by RKM with penalization (_ = 0.4) for 2% in comparison to
the basic full representation. The best results are obtained for classification by the
SVM algorithm and representation with RKM with penalization with _ = 0.2 for
which precision is improved for 5% with the similar level of recall as in the basic
representation.
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Fig. 2 Average �1 measure of classification by SVM for 5 classes sorted by their size.

Table 1 Average precision, recall, and �1 measure of classification for the 25 largest classes.

Class. algorithm Logistic regression SVM

Representation Precision Recall �1 Precision Recall �1

Full 86.31 70.24 76.84 82.76 71.72 76.47
SVD 82.80 64.84 71.42 85.24 61.61 68.99
RKM 80.80 61.10 68.44 82.93 55.66 63.83
RKMPenal, _ = 0.1 84.24 70.71 76.27 87.24 71.01 77.62
RKMPenal, _ = 0.2 84.68 71.23 76.72 87.78 72.16 78.57
RKMPenal, _ = 0.4 84.72 71.38 76.88 87.86 64.93 73.87
RKMPenal, _ = 0.6 85.89 70.40 76.80 88.40 66.11 74.75

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we propose a modification of the RKM method that simultaneously
clusters documents and extracts factors on one side, and penalizes clusterings that are
distant from the classification of the training documents given by experts on the other
side. We show that such a modification enables representation of textual documents
in a semantic lower-dimensional space that improves performance of classification.
The method is tested for classes of Reuters-21758 data set and compared to the
full bag of words representation and the method of LSA. It is also shown that the
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original RKM method without proposed modification does not have the same effect
on classification performance; it has a similar effect as the LSA method.

The proposed representation method can improve precision and recall of classi-
fication for sufficiently large classes, i.e. those that have enough training documents
to enable capturing of semantic relations and characteristics of classes. A more
important effect can be observed in the improvement of precision.

In the future we plan to investigate hybridmodels using representation of words by
neural language models and application in different domains, such as classification
of images.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and
indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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